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Mengwi, Bali, Indonesia

Plastics Collected
this quarter (kg) 

March '22Partner since 1Number of Barriers 

Plastics Collected
since installation (kg) 

LARGEST QUARTERLY CATCHBARRIER LOCATION

SUNGAI WATCH WASTE BREAKDOWNPLASTICS COLLECTED (KG)

6,335

63.27 kg of plastics intercepted on 06/06/2023

https://maps.app.goo.gl/gXzrsdbaYP7hatVL7




All of our barriers are cleaned and maintained by our patrol team every day. The
collected trash is then brought to one of our sorting facilities. 

Organic
Step 1: Weigh the collected trash and sort every piece of trash into 30+ different
categories 

Step 2: Analyze and record data to fuel conversations around plastic pollution
with stakeholders

Step 3: Wash, shred and prepare trash for up-cycling

Step 4: We believe every waste category we collect has value. The most valuable
plastics are sent to our aggregator partners for recycling and we are
experimenting with non-valuable plastics in our research lab to produce high
quality plastic sheets made from plastic bags and plastic cups. 

WHAT HAPPENS TO THE WASTE?

SUMMARY UPDATE
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This quarter, we expanded our
mission with the inauguration of two
new village model stations in Beraban,
Tabanan with Karmagawa, and in the
north of Bali, near Singaraja with
Marriott each targeting to intercept an
additional 100,000 kilograms of
plastic.

One key highlight was the
transformation of a once-illegal
landfill into a flourishing community
garden. We marked this remarkable
transition by planting 1,600
sunflowers on Earth Day, a vivid
demonstration of regeneration and
resilience.

Our cleanup efforts remained strong with 94 missions conducted this quarter.
Looking forward, we are excited to expand our impact into East Java with more
advocacy work and the introduction of a second village model this summer
with Solgaard.

Thank you to everyone contributing to this incredible impact. Together, we
continue to make strides towards a healthier, plastic-free planet.



 
Sungai Watch

 www.sungai.watch
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Thank you for your
continuous support
and for helping us
clean Indonesia's

rivers! 


